
asanetwork list of requirements for certification

List of requirements for asanetwork compatible test equipment

1. General product information
1.1.1 Manufacturer:
1.1.2 Distributor:
1.1.3 Product:
1.1.4 Version:
1.1.5 Operating system(s):
1.1.6 Operating system used for certification:

Yes, met
demand

 No, unmet 
demand N/A criterion

1.2 Used interface
1.2.1 DDE
1.2.2 Serial
1.2.3 File
1.2.4 C
1.2.5 C++/Delphi
1.2.6 ActiveX
1.2.7 VCL-Components
1.2.8 ActiveX-Components
1.2.9 Awn@Chip
1.2.10 Other:________________________________________________________
1.2.9 Does your application use the latest released version? 1
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Yes, met
demand

 No, unmet 
demand N/A criterion

2. Protocol version and services
2.1 Does your application use the current protocol version 1.5 ? 1
2.2 Is the customer order service defined in the correct way?(DId, DLoc, DPrio, DIQual, DOQual) 1
2.3 Does your application announce all test and measurement services on start up? 1
2.4 Does your application enable test/measurement services only during data transmission? 1
2.5 Are standard test/measurement services available according to design guide (AWNTX.....)? 1

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

2.6 Are test and measurement services available according to a vehicle manufacturer ? 2
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

2.7 Are test and measurement services available according to the product manufacturer ? 2
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
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Yes, met
demand

 No, unmet 
demand N/A criterion

3. Order processing on protocol layer
3.1 Is it possible to select and start any order position? 1
3.1.1 If yes, is the start of processing implemented in the correct way? 1

3.2 Is it possible to abort already started order positions? 2
3.2.1 If yes, is the termination of processing implemented in the correct way? 2

3.3 Is it possible to finish already started order positions? 1
3.3.1 If yes, is the end of processing implemented in the correct way? 1

3.4 Is it possible to interrupt already started order positions? 2
3.4.1 If yes, is the interruption of processing implemented in the correct way? 2

3.5 What happens to an already started (active) order position on end of program ?
3.5.1 The order position is aborted or closed on exit or next start of program 2
3.5.2 The order position is reopened on start of program 2
3.5.3 Is the handling of a program exit implemented in the correct way? 2

3.6 What happens to an already started (active) order position on crash of program ?
3.6.1 The order position is aborted on next start of program 2
3.6.2 The order position is reopened on start of program 2
3.6.3 Is the handling of a program crash implemented in the correct way?

3.7 Does your application ensure, that locked order positions can't be selected for processing? 1
3.7.1 Does your application ensure, that finished order positions can't be selected for processing? 1

3.8 What happens if the order position in process gets deleted by the DMS?
3.8.1 The result is transmitted with reference license plate 2
3.8.1 The result is transmitted with reference order 2
3.8.3 The order position is also finished and transmitted 2

3.9 If no order is processed, the result is transmitted with reference license plate 2
3.9.1 The result is transmitted with an automatically generated reference license plate 2
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Yes, met
demand

 No, unmet 
demand N/A criterion

4. Acceptance of data for the measurement sequence
4.1 Is there any customer data necessary for the measurement (incl. print out)? 2
4.1.1 If yes, does your application accept any customer data ? 2
4.1.2 If yes, is it possible to edit the customer data ? 2
4.1.3 If yes, does your application transfer the updated customer data in the correct way? 2

4.2 Is there any order data necessary for the measurement (incl. print out)? 2
4.2.1 If yes, does your application accept any order data ? 2
4.2.2 If yes, is it possible to edit the order data ? 2
4.2.3 If yes, does your application transfer the updated order data in the correct way? 2
4.2.4 Is it possible to create and insert new order positions in the range 9000-9999 ? 2

4.3 Is there any vehicle data necessary for the measurement (incl. print out)? 2
4.3.1 If yes, does your application accept any vehicle data ? 2
4.3.2 If yes, is it possible to edit the vehicle data ? 2
4.3.3 If yes, does your application transfer the updated vehicle data in the correct way? 2

4.4 Is there any extended vehicle data necessary for the measurement (incl. print out)? 2
4.4.1 If yes, does your application accept any extended vehicle data ? 2
4.4.2 If yes, is it possible to edit the extended vehicle data ? 2
4.4.3 If yes, does your application transfer the updated extended vehicle data in the correct way? 2

4.5 Does your application use setpoint data from asanetwork?
4.5.1 If yes, does your application query and receive setpoint data without errors?
4.5.2 Used service for setpoint data:
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Yes, met
demand

 No, unmet 
demand N/A criterion

5. Result data
5.1 Does your application create an additional result in addition to the finished order position?
5.1.1 If yes, does your application create result data with reference to the vehicle license plate? 2
5.1.2 If yes, does your application create result data with reference to the order? 2
5.1.3 Is the creation and transmission of result data implemented in the correct way? 2

5.2 Does your application create result data in XML format?
5.2.1 Have you successfully validated your output against the asanetwork DTD? 1
5.2.2 Does your application have a XSL stylesheet for this test/measurement service? 1
5.2.3 Does awnview output match device display or print out? 1
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Yes, met
demand

 No, unmet 
demand N/A criterion

6. User interface for order processing
6.1 Does your application has a graphical display big enough to display the order list? 2
6.1.1 Does your application display the primary order display according to the design guide (order number, position, 

state possibly with bitmap, license plate and verbal description of the order)? 1

6.2 Does your product has a text based display with one or more lines? 2
6.2.1 Is it necessary to enter the selected order position by hand? 2
6.2.2 If yes, does your application verify that the order position exists? 1
6.2.3 Is it possible to select the order position from a list? 2
6.2.4 If yes, is (at least) the order number and position displayed? 2

6.3 Is there a secondary order display or a status line ? 2
6.3.1 If yes, what is displayed:___________________________________________________

6.4 Does your application display/verify all order positions which are possible with this device? 1
6.4.1 Is it possible to update the order list? 2
6.4.2 If yes, does it work in the correct way? 2
6.4.3 Does your application optionally display all the orders in asanetwork? 2
6.4.4 If yes, is the display correct? 2

6.5 Is the user allowed to abort or close any active (started) order position? 2
6.5.1 Does your application abort the order position if the measurement is aborted? 2

6.6 Is the active order position completed automatically on end of your measurement? 2
6.6.1 Is it possible to select a new order despite that you already have an active order? 2
6.6.2 If yes, does your application inform the user about the other (still) active order? 2
6.6.2 If yes, does your application aborted the previous order if there are no test results? 2
6.6.3 If yes, does your application finish the previous order if there are test results? 2
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Yes, met
demand

 No, unmet 
demand N/A criterion

7. User interface for history data
7.1 Is the user able to load old history data from asanetwork? 2
7.1.1 If yes, are there user defined criterions for the selection 2
7.1.2 If yes, is the selection working in the correct way? 2

8. Product behaviour
8.1 The above mentioned tests don't cause any abnormal behaviour? 1
8.2 The above mentioned tests don't cause any loss of data? 1
8.3 The above mentioned tests don't cause any unexpected program end (crash)? 1

9. Product configuration
9.1 The user is able to modify the DLOC (service/product location) 1
9.2 The user is able to modify the product specific services 2

10. Product documentation
10.1 Installation and use of the asanetwork interface is dokumented in the instruction manual 1
10.2 All asanetwork services are ducumented in the instruction manual 1
10.3 Installation and use of the asanetwork interface is dokumented in the online help file 2
10.4 All asanetwork services are ducumented in the online help file 2
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10. Evaluation
number of unmet demands

Certification passed, all criterions met
Certification not passed, one or more criterions unmet

Date of certification:
certified by:

legend:
1 = mandatory criterion
2 = discretionary criterion, if present it has to work in the correct way

Notes:
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